le coucou méribel

NEW 5-STAR HOTEL BY
MAISONS PARIENTE
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le coucou selects
the finest hideaway
in méribel

Discretely elegant and fantastic skiing… Designed to blend in with
nature, Méribel is the oldest resort in the 3-Valleys domain, the biggest ski domain in the world. It was also the favourite residence of
Charlotte Perriand, who loved her chalet “close to a singing stream”.
The famous architect contributed to developing Méribel with Peter
Lindsey in the 1930s.
Perched on the heights of Belvédère, close to Le Rond-Point des Pistes,
Le Coucou is in one of the loveliest sites in Méribel, next to the slopes.
The hotel rubs shoulders with the snow-capped summits and overlooks
the entire valley. It contains 55 rooms, including 39 suites, two private
chalets, directly accessible ski-in ski-out slopes, two restaurants, one
spa, one Kids Club and one Teens Lab, one indoor and one outdoor
pool… Nestled in a charming wooden chalet, just like one inhabited
by the mischievous bird from which it takes its name, Le Coucou
interprets mountain lifestyle in a chic and casual way, where 5-star
luxury enhances every experience, thanks to the careful attention of
the teams. Atypical, surprising, always unexpected, Le Coucou sings
a tune that everyone loves, the exhilarating happiness of holidays
and the euphoria of living every moment to the full.
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location

le coucou méribel

the mountain
in all its splendour
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When it comes to the art of choosing the best spot, Le Coucou is an expert.
With the elegant look of a traditional chalet, snuggled on the mountainside,
the hotel blends in perfectly with its environment. It is difficult to believe
that it contains ten floors in a space of 12,000 square metres. From top to
Hôtel ***** LE CHIROU - Méribel-les-Allues
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bottom, on the mountainside and on the valley side, there are majestic
Le 28
juilletof
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Etatsee,
Projeté
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de Construire
as far as the eye can
and magical
points
view where nothing
disturbs the beauty and nature. Inside, Pierre Yovanovitch has made each
opening into a breathtaking panoramic picture, from the rooms to the
bar, from the spa to the restaurants…
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architectur al and decor ative concept

le coucou méribel

a
re-enchanted
chalet that
hides
its
true
nature

a
chalet
can hide

It’s a game of hide-and-seek, one where you think you are entering a chalet,
but in fact you find yourself in a cathedral with superb proportions… Le
Coucou cultivates the art of contrast and rupture, between the monumental
and the intimate, solid geometric lines and singular blurred volumes, vintage
and innovation, impeccable regularity and artisanal imperfection, wood
and stone, fabric and metal, glass and leather…

Le Coucou is completed with two private chalets to rent; warm spaces
with luxury proportions to relax in the utmost comfort. Independent, but
connected to the hotel via an indoor corridor, the chalets benefit from
all the 5-star services of Le Coucou. Fully fitted, with four bedrooms, four
bathrooms, a kitchen, a lounge opening onto a splendid view, a games
corner and TV room, a private swimming pool and spa, a ski-in ski-out ski
room, each chalet is perfect for cosy and charming mountain holidays
in a décor by Pierre Yovanovitch.

Engaged in a global architectural approach, from layout to decoration, with
Le Coucou, Pierre Yovanovitch signs a reinterpretation of the classic repertoire of the Alpine style with a contemporary look that is minimal, but warm
and subtly original. Items of antique furniture sit alongside the architect’s
drawings, who playfully inserts a few mischievous surprises here and there:
legs in the form of bird feet (of course) or old ski poles, coat hooks in the
form of stylised owls, suspensions of frosted glass evoking melting ice, etc.
Little nods to this cheeky cuckoo that leaves its chalet to sing every hour.
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lifestyle

the feeling
of absolute relaxation,
just like at home but…
in the mountains

le coucou méribel

The singing cuckoo that makes everybody smile has a place of honour in
the hotel with an entire collection of old cuckoos on one of the wall of the
slope-located restaurant. An idea that symbolises the joy of life in a place
where luxury does not take itself seriously, where comfort is never sacrificed
for appearance, where making unforgettable holiday memories is a fulltime activity.
The architecture has solved all the constraints of mountain life, with smooth
flows to make way for the pleasure of skiing. Designed like a boutique lounge
with a changing room and cosy café area, the ski room opens directly onto
the slopes, with a take-off terrace. Every day, all the ski equipment is managed by the teams, which provide a 5-star service with personalised set-up
per room, so that each person is ready to go without wasting any time. Once
back, just leave everything where it is and you’ll find it in perfect condition
the next morning. The gentle and comfortable atmosphere of Le Coucou
is just the one we dream of after an intense day’s skiing, with warm crêpes
waiting at the Bar. Just enjoy the moment with family or friends, without
worrying about anything else.
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Bar &
Restaurants

The Bar is the ideal observatory for watching skiers race down the slopes.
It is a meeting place at any moment of the day, with a peak for the snack
time buffet and cocktail hour… In the Fumoir, fans can enjoy their cigars
and fine liqueurs next to the fireplace, or watch sports in peace.

with view

At lunchtime and in the evening, the BeefBar, a restaurant concept created
by Riccardo Giraudi in 2005, welcomes lovers of exceptional meat, inside or
on the immense terrace with a view of the valley. It is just what you need to
restore strength before getting back on the moguls or racing down the slopes.
The menu of the Italian restaurant Bianca Neve invented by the Giraudi
Group serves specialities from Tuscany and delicious pizzas cooked in the
splendid wood-fired oven every night. It is also here that the wonderful
breakfast buffet is served every morning, with a profusion of Viennese pastries, all kinds of fresh fruits, tasty recipes and regional cheeses. A perfect
brunch every day…
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Kids Club & Teens
Lab by Petit VIP*

of mum or dad. Here, parents are also welcome to guide the kids through
their discoveries. Holidays remain a special time to reconnect with them
and share some quality time together during activities they love. And other
surprises await with tobogganing outside and fantastic treasure hunts inside.

An imaginary world by Sophie Jacquemin who specialises in creating
magic for children. The Kids Club and Teens Lab at the Hotel Le Coucou
have been entrusted to Petit VIP* which leads the way in the design of fun
and educational activities and qualified leader training for the supervision of kids and teens.

The Kids Club
Throughout their stay at Le Coucou Méribel, kids have access to a magical
space, designed just for them. In this colourful and poetic land, they enjoy
fantastic encounters with a very kind yeti and funny monsters. They can
develop their motor skills on the climbing wall, swoop endlessly down the
slide or snuggle up in the huts. Playing and making friends is easy here.
Never short of ideas, the Kids Club by Petit VIP* organise various activities
daily to pique the Kids curiosity and encourage their skills based on age
and what they enjoy. In the laboratory corner, they’ll be fascinated by the
customised creative activity workshops. There, they can make perfumes,
masks, origami tales and gingerbread, stage stories with light and shade,
and create Christmas baubles or brightly coloured funny monsters. Each
child can have fun while expressing their sensitivity, alone or with the help
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Teens Lab
Teens Lab is designed for teenagers with appropriate supervision and activities centred around their main interests. With ping-pong and table football,
this too is a great place for youngsters and parents to meet and reconnect
while having fun. Grown-ups can also enjoy customised creative workshops
on themes such as cookery and mocktails and savour some original recipes.
And if they’re keen for a quiet chat after hurtling down the slopes, they can
settle down in the music corner or try some karaoke. Expect lots of laughs!
Kids Club for 4 to 9-year-olds · Teens Lab from 10-year-old
Babies welcome if supervised by an adult

* ”Specialised in the development and organisation of spaces for kids and teens, Petit VIP works with
the biggest brand names. Our signature is a sign of excellence for your family breaks.” Ladislas Boehm,
Founder · www.petitvip.com
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Well-being Space
What better way to reconnect with yourself than on holiday? The high altitude and pure mountain air provide the perfect setting to forget stress,
re-energise and restore physical and mental balance by all means possible.
In a fast-paced world, it is important to prioritise taking some time to reflect
on their wellness. With a spa, fitness room, sauna, steam room, hot tub, hair
salon, etc., you can't help but relax and unwind in the Coucou Méribel wellbeing area. The spectacular décor alone is enough to install calm and serenity,
both for guests and customers. The two indoor and outdoor pools sit side by
side and are separated only by a window. The perfectly aligned pools were
designed by Pierre Yovanovitch creating an optical illusion and presenting a
unique visual perspective where the indoor pool seems to continue outside.

The Tata Harper Spa
at Coucou Méribel

Tata Harper, a pioneering organic brand

Le Coucou spa has six treatment rooms, including one double room. The
cosy environment eases guests into a relaxing state of mind where their only
concern is simply to nurture themselves. Surrounded by exceptional views
overlooking the mountains, the setting is perfect to enjoy the expertise of
the staff and the organic Tata Harper Treatments.
Discover our exclusive Signature Le Coucou Facial meant to invigorate,
protect and moisturize your skin; The wintery cold facial will soothe and
nourish sensitive skins; and My First Face treatment is specifically catered
for the young.

Le Coucou has chosen to use the pioneering luxury skincare brand, Tata
Harper, for all products and treatments in the spa. Tata Harper is named
after its creator and launched in 2002 filling the void in the market for
natural, organic skincare products. Unwilling to risk her health for beauty,
Tata developed formulas free from GMOs, toxins, artificial colours and
fragrances and synthetic chemicals and has revolutionised the beauty
industry. Tata Harper has a wide range of organic products filled with
natural ingredients for those who want the best results from their skincare routine.
All products at the Le Coucou spa are developed at Tata’s 500-hectare
farm on the East Coast of the United States. The products are presented
delicate green glass vials, highly concentrated in natural active ingredients from over 60 countries. Tata Harper ingredients embody eco-chic
efficiency through an extraordinary sensory experience. Discover the
exclusive Tata Harper remedies at the Le Coucou spa.
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maisons pariente
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beautiful and
private escapes

A discreet player on the luxury hotel market, the Pariente family made its
first appearance in 2013 with L’Apogée in Courchevel. The project was in
partnership with Xavier Niel and Oetker Collection, and this first experience
turned out to be a revelation. Since then, Maisons Pariente has grown with
its takeover of Hotel Crillon Le Brave, and the 5-star hotel Relais & Châteaux,
located at the foot of Mont Ventoux in 2018. Hotel Lou Pinet opened its
doors in the spring of 2019 in Saint-Tropez. In the meantime, other projects
are underway in Méribel with the opening of Le Coucou on December 12th
2019 and in Paris in 2021. Gradually, Maisons Pariente is making its name in
the sector with a clear positioning exclusively with 5-star hotels designed
like private houses, where each address develops its own unique identity.
Privileged havens where time stands still for a special moment away from
the hustle and bustle of everyday life.

United Kingdom
Agence Grifco: maisonspariente@grifcopr.com
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HÔTEL LE COUCOU
MÉRIBEL

Opening December 12th 2019

PRESS CONTACT
France
Agence Melchior: + 33 (0)1 45 51 22 40
Léa Paoli: lea@agencemelchior.com

